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INTRODUCTION

Before the establishment of banks, the financial activities were handled by money lenders and 
individuals. At that time the interest rates were very high. Again there were no security of public savings and 
no uniformity regarding loans. So as to overcome such problems the organized banking sector was 
established, which was fully regulated by the government. The organized banking sector works within the 
financial system to provide loans, accept deposits and provide other services to their customers. India is one 
of the top 10 economies in the world, where the banking sector has tremendous potential to grow. The last 
decade saw customers embracing ATM, internet and mobile banking. India's banking sector is currently 
valued at Rs. 81 trillion (US$ 1.31 trillion). It has the potential to become the fifth largest banking industry 
in the world by 2020 and the third largest by 2025, according to an industry report. The face of Indian 
banking has changed over the years. Banks are now reaching out to the masses with technology to facilitate 
greater ease of communication, and transactions are carried out through the Internet and mobile devices. A 
bank is a financial institution that provides banking and other financial services to their customers. A bank is 
generally understood as an institution which provides fundamental banking services such as accepting 
deposits and providing loans. There are also nonbanking institutions that provide certain banking services 
without meeting the legal definition of a bank. Banks are a subset of the financial services industry. A 
banking system also referred as a system provided by the bank which offers cash management services for 
customers, reporting the transactions of their accounts and portfolios, throughout the day. The banking 
system in India should not only be hassle free but it should be able to meet the new challenges posed by the 
technology and any other external and internal factors. For the past three decades, India's banking system 
has several outstanding achievements to its credit. The Banks are the main participants of the financial 
system in India. The Banking sector offers several facilities and opportunities to their customers. All the 
banks safeguards the money and valuables and provide loans, credit, and payment services, such as 
checking accounts, money orders, and cashier's cheques. The banks also offer investment and insurance 
products. As a variety of models for cooperation and integration among finance industries have emerged, 
some of the traditional distinctions between banks, insurance companies, and securities firms have 
diminished. In spite of these changes, banks continue to maintain and perform their primary 
role—accepting deposits and lending funds from these deposits. 
` `Before the establishment of banks, the financial activities werThe following functions of the 
bank explain the need of bank.
uTo provide the security to the savings of customers.
uTo control the supply of money and credit 
uTo encourage public confidence in the working of the financial system, increase savings speedily and   
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Efficiently. 
uTo avoid focus of financial powers in the hands of a few individuals and institutions. 
uTo set equal norms and conditions (i.e. rate of interest, period of lending etc.) to all types of Customers. 

CHALLENGES FACED BY INDIAN BANKING INDUSTRY

Developing countries like India, still has a huge number of people who do not have access to 
banking services due to scattered and fragmented locations. But if we talk about those people who are 
availing banking services, their expectations are raising as the level of services are increasing due to the 
emergence of Information Technology and competition. Since, foreign banks are playing in Indian market, 
the number of services offered has increased and banks have laid emphasis on meeting the customer 
expectations. Now, the existing situation has created various challenges and opportunity for Indian 
Commercial Banks. In order to encounter the general scenario of banking industry we need to understand 
the challenges and opportunities lying with banking industry of India.

1. Rural Market
Banking in India is generally fairly mature in terms of supply, product range and reach, even 

though reach in rural India still remains a challenge for the private sector and foreign banks. In terms of 
quality of assets and capital adequacy, Indian banks are considered to have clean, strong and transparent 
balance sheets relative to other banks in comparable economies in its region.

2. Management of Risks
The growing competition increases the competitiveness among banks. But, existing global 

banking scenario is seriously posing threats for Indian banking industry. We have already witnessed the 
bankruptcy of some foreign banks.

3. Global Banking
It is practically and fundamentally impossible for any nation to exclude itself from world 

economy. Therefore, for sustainable development, one has to adopt integration process in the form of 
liberalization and globalization as India spread the red carpet for foreign firms in 1991. The impact of 
globalization becomes challenges for the domestic enterprises as they are bound to compete with global 
players. If we look at the Indian Banking Industry, then we find that there are 36 foreign banks operating in 
India, which becomes a major challenge for Nationalized and private sector banks. These foreign banks are 
large in size, technically advanced and having presence in global market, which gives more and better 
options and services to Indian traders.

4.Employees' Retention
The banking industry has transformed rapidly in the last ten years, shifting from transactional and 
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customer service-oriented to an increasingly aggressive environment, where competition for revenue is on 
top priority. Long-time banking employees are becoming disenchanted with the industry and are often 
resistant to perform up to new expectations. The diminishing employee morale results in decreased 
revenue. Due to the intrinsically close ties between staff and clients, losing those employees completely can 
mean the loss of valuable customer relationships. The retail banking industry is concerned about employee 
retention from all levels: from tellers to executives to customer service representatives because competition 
is always moving in to hire them away. The competition to retain key employees is intense. Top-level 
executives and HR departments spend large amounts of time, effort, and money trying to figure out how to 
keep their people from leaving.

5.Environmental Concerns
It is quite clear from the recently formed Copenhagen Climate Council (CCC) that there is as ever 

need for environmental awareness among all the countries of the world. CCC published Thought 
Leadership Series on Climate Change which is a collection of inspirational, concise and clearly argued 
pieces from some of the world's most renowned thinkers and business leaders on climate change. The 
objective of the pieces is to assist in enhancing the public and political awareness of the actions that could 
have a significant impact on global emissions growth and to disseminate the message that it is time to act. 
The Thought Leadership Series was aimed at explaining and spreading awareness of the key elements in the 
business and policy response to the climate problem. The rationale for the Thought Leadership Series was 
to change the focus of people.

6.Industrial Development 
The developments in Indian industry and government and the integration of India with the global 

markets also offer innumerable opportunities to the banking sector. Companies and governments are 
increasingly seeking high-quality banking services to improve their own operating efficiency. Companies 
seek to offer better customer service and maximize shareholder returns and governments seek to improve 
the quality of public services. The internationalization of India offers banks the opportunity to service 
cross-border needs of Indian companies and India-linked needs of multinationals.

7.Intense Competition 
The RBI and Government of India kept banking industry open for the participants of private sector 

banks and foreign banks. The foreign banks were also permitted to set up shop on India either as branches or 
as subsidiaries. Due to this lowered entry barriers many new players have entered the market such as private 
banks, foreign banks, non banking finance companies, etc. The foreign banks and new private sector banks 
have spearhead the hi-tech revolution. For survival and growth in highly competitive environment banks 
have to follow the prompt and efficient customer service, which calls for appropriate customer  policies and 
customer friendly procedures.

8.Timely Technological up gradation
Already electronic transfers, clearings, settlements have reduced translation times. To face 

competition it is necessary for banks to absorb the technology and upgrade their services.

CONCLUSION

The pre and post liberalization era has witnessed various environmental changes which directly 
affects the aforesaid phenomena. It is evident that post liberalization era has spread new colours of growth 
in India, but simultaneously it has also posed some challenges. This article discusses the various challenges 
and opportunities like High transaction costs, IT revolution, timely technological up-gradation, intense 
competition, privacy & safety, global banking, financial inclusion. Banks are striving to combat the 
competition. The competition from global banks and technological innovation has compelled the banks to 
rethink their policies and strategies. Different products provided by foreign banks to Indian customers have 
forced the Indian banks to diversity and upgrade themselves so as to compete and survive in the market. 

The biggest challenge for banking industry is to serve the mass and huge market of India. 
Companies have become customer centric than product centric. The better we understand our customers, 
the more successful we will be in meeting their needs. In order to mitigate above mentioned challenges 
Indian banks must cut their cost of their services. Another aspect to encounter the challenges is product 
differentiation. Apart from traditional banking services, Indian banks must adopt some product innovation 
so that they can compete in gamut of competition. Technology up gradation is an inevitable aspect to face 
challenges. The level of consumer awareness is significantly higher as compared to previous years. Now-a-
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days they need internet banking, mobile banking and ATM services.
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